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The Daily Eastern News'
photographers document
Homecoming 2003.
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Members of the

Panther
Marching Band
entertain the
crowd during
the

Homecoming
Parade
Saturday

morning on
Seventh Street
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The good, the bad, the ram
Parade goers fill the streets
despite cold, damp forecast
Gregory Mcelroy
SlAFF WRITER

The streets were filled with music, loud sirens,
creative signs and floats for the Homecoming
Parade Saturday.
"I had a lot of fun participating in the parade," said
Michelle Lucky, a senior health studies major.
"I was in the parade with my job, Consolidated
Market Response. This was the first parade that I
have been to since I've been to Eastern and also the
first one that l have participated in, so it was yery
enjoyable and fun."
· Rain and a high of 62 degrees was forecasted for
the event.
"It was also good to see a nice turnout even though
the weather was cold and raining," LUcky said.
Those participating in this year's parade included
the Eastern band, the 2003 Homecoming Court,
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Consolidated Market
Response, the Charleston High School Cheerleaders
and representatives form fraternities and sororities,
including Phi Beta Sigma and Sigma Gamma Rho,
and Sigma Pi.
"I think the parade went really well from my

standpoint," said fyrone Garner, a senior music
major and a member or the band. "Nobody in the
parade acted like idiots like last year. It was a really
good time. This year is how it should have been last
year."
"It was a good time out here," said William Wall, a
senior psychology major. "As far as I know, there
were no incidents out here and everything was very
well maintained."
The University Police Department made extra
efforts this year to ensure that last years incidents
didn't happen again this year. A Parade Escort Tham
, which included University Police, Charleston Police
and University Night Assistants was created to provide extra security. New rules and penalties this year
were created to deter inappropriate behavior.
"The UPD asked the night assistants to help patrol
the area," Garner said. "I feel that when people saw
the extra security, the people knew not to be stupid.
"Also, from what I saw in the paper, they put out
new rules in the paper on how to conduct themselves.
I believe they also threatened jail time for anyone
who acted out of line," he said. "I think that was big
because I don't believe they have ever threatened
jail time in the past."

~velers enjoy Homecoming even with

increased sreurity, soggy weather
By Jeff Stauber
CAMPUS REPORTER

Only bad weather, not extra
security, stopped most Eastern
students from celebrating during
Homecoming weekend.
Despite light drizzle and
increased police presence, many
came out for the Homecoming
Parade. ·
''There were a lot of people out
there this year," said Beth
Hancock, a junior special education
major. She rode on the Immanuel
Lutheran Campus Ministries float,
which had an "Indiana Jones"
theme.
Hancock said she also noticed
the heightened security during the
parade.
"It seemed like there was at
least one cop on every block," she
said.
''The parade seemed to be pretty toned-down," said John Simon, a
freshman accounting major.
"Everyone acted pretty well."
Hancock said students celebrat-

"People could just feel
that there was a huge
police presence during
the weekend."
-Beth Hancock, Junior special
education major

ing along the. parade route were
overly cautious of the police.
"I was surprised to see that
some people fenced off their
yards, because it really didn't
seem like they needed to do that,"
she said. "No one was acting wild
or causing any problems."
Eric McAdamis, a senior political science major, didn't go to the
parade but said students across
campus were apprehensive about
the level of police involvement
over Homecoming Weekend.
SEE HOMECO MI NG .
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Suspects arrested in shooting
• .Refat,ed fight at Homecaminu step
shaw result,s in postponement,
increa.sed security at BSU after-party
By early Mullady
CITY EDITOR

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

S118ve Bartock, a senior sociology major, scans someone with a metal
delector before entering the University ballroom of the Martin Luther King,
Jr. University Union Sat1.rday night.

An Eastern student and another suspect were
arrested· Friday for their involvement in a residential
shooting off campus that was reportedly related to an
on-<:ampus event.
People involved in a fight that reportedly broke out
during the First Annual Johnetta Jones Memorial
Homecoming Step Show were linked to the shooting.
Friday night's Black Student Union after-party in
the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union was postponed to Saturday night
because of the fight. Organizers of the after-party
increased security by limiting entrances, checking

identification and scanning those in attendance with
metal detectors. The after-party was incident free.
Mark D. Griffin, Chicago, and Crystal P. I.ovemore,
an undeclared undergraduate, 1151 Johnson Ave.,
were arrested Friday night at Lincoln Avenue and
Seventh Street near Dominoe's Pizza. Both suspects
were arrested on the charge of illegal discharge of a
firearm, according to a Charleston Police Department
press release.
"What I heard was these people shot at a house and
then the police caught them here," said a witness, a
Dominoe's employee, who wished to remain anonymous.
Police apprehended the suspects after receiving
reports of shots fired at a residence in the 1500 block
of 12th Street, the press release stated.
Students reported the two were involved in an altercation at Eastern's step show earlier that night.
SEE SHOOTIN G •
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'Running

for fun'
also was awarded a gift basket
for having the most number of
family members participate in
Eastern students, alumni and · the race.
local families attended or
"I felt great and I was run- ·
cheered the Homecoming 2.SK ning a race. It was so great,"
run Saturday before the parade. said 4-year-old Samuel Jackson.
McDonalds
gave
food
At the start of the race,
organizer John Henry Pommier, coupons out and provided danassociate recreation professor, ishes and orange juice for the
said "Have fun, get crazy, on runners and organizers.
T-Shirt Factory also conyour marks... get set... go baby
go!"
tributed to the race by giving a
Fraternities and sororities discount on race shirts.
Pommier said Jeanne Folley
participated in the event.
"We're running for fun. We from McDonalds was incredible
hope to make it," said Lisa Rose, with her the support she gave to
a Sig Kappa member and senior the race.
graphic design major.
The other sponsors for the
The cross country team ran it race were Russ and Linda's,
as part of its workout and ended Pizza Hut, Rock's Block Front,
up taking the top three places. Sitter Bliss Lovely Nails, Mack
Kevin Atkins came in first Moore Shoes, Maurice's, Walplace with a time of 7:22, Mart, Midis and PeTropics.
Pommier said students in the
Jackson Johnson placed second
with a time of 7:27, and 3rd Department of Recreation and
place went to Jeff Jonaitis with Administrative helped organized the race for class credit.
a time of 7:28.
"The big purpose was to proThe top female runner was
l\aifiJ' 1§~JH1l~l!L:. wJ!!Jt vi<!~ experientially learning
9:®".·
opportunities for students to
..,~/.~b.e. -~c.t;,) ~~nt w~µ,..Jt ,~,ljS,. , tak«; from classroom lectures to
a ~Oba"Clfoils~:ir'fii"r@ rfiitig·tC> ·~ fie1d;• 'Pomrftier ·sli!d'. v
do. One of the safer things to do
"It went well. I thought it was
during plus we did it last year," fun to see all the people on the
said Johns<Jn, a senior sociology street . for homecoming and
major.
everything," said Jill Blondell, a
The first walker to finish was freshman physical education
Dana Cook. The Jackson family major.
By Nicole Nicolas

STAFF WRITER

CAMPUS

Burglary from Motor Vehicle
A black purse and its contents were reported stolen Tuesday, Oct. 21
from a vehicle while it was parked in the W Lot on campus. The incident is under investigation, according to police reports.

Driving Under the Influence
Aaron C. Patterson, 20, of Douglas Hall, was arrested Thursday, Oct.
23 at 1:36 am. at the intersection of Fourth & Grant Street on the
charge of driving under the influence, police reports said.
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••••.•.•••.•••.•..•••...Matf Memheit

Well, that was a fun weekend. I
hope you guys saw the parade and
the game. It was one of those
weekends I'll never forget, but I
have to try real hard to remember
it.

Activities for Monday

+ Charleston Parks and
Recreation Department's Ha'unted
Hay Ride: The first ride starts at
6:30 p.m. at Fox Ridge State Park.
If you want to be scared out of ·
yo\µ' overalls, the cost is $S and
yoil have to register at the park
office by 3 p.m. on the day of the
ride. It would be cool if they had

WHAT'S
HAPPENIN'
Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

ghosts that came out of trees and
swung in front of the tractor at
random times. I don't know if
they're going to do it though,
'cause that might be just too scary.

Activities for Tuesday

+ Hunger Banquet: It's at 5 p.m.
in the Newman Catholic Center.

This annual Haiti Connection
event is a meal designed to raise
awareness about world hunger.
The banquet itself is free because
area businesses and other organizations have made donations.
Eighty percent of the money
raised will go to fund projects in
Haiti and the other 20 percent
goes to the Charleston food
pantry.
This is one of those opportunities that put you just outside of
your comfort zone so you can
actually learn something about
people who are less fortunate than
you. Wow, that came off as sounding preachy didn't it?

Symposium stresses writing, internship
By Dan Valenziano
Ac TI vIT I Es EDIT 0 R
Three panelists who spoke at the Public Relations
Symposium Friday stressed the importance of writing
ability and taking internship positions.
Marsha Hausser, manager of strategic busines.s planning for Caterpillar Inc. in Peoria; Jim Woodcock, senior
vice president of marketing and communications for the
St. Louis Blues and the Savvis Center in St. Louis; and
Melinda Zehr, public relations manager for Country
Insurance & Financial Services in Bloomington all graduated from Eastern in 1982.
Hausser said all three panelists were not always in the
·
public relations field.
"We were all newspaper reporters at first," she said.
The panelists formerly worked for The Dctil.y Eastern
News.
7.ehr said her career plans did not work out exactly the
way she originally thought.
· "I was going to be a journalist until I got old and gray
and couldn't handle deadline anymore," she said. ''It didn't quite work out that way."

..,.,.
cheese.
"I realized I qualified for government cheese," she said
7.ehr said her background in journalism aided her in
relations with the media.
''I can talk to the media. I used to be one of them."
Hausser said she also worked as a reporter after college.
.
''I started out writing obituaries," she sai4
Hausser said her experience as a reporter helped her
become better at public relations.
"(Reporters)knowhowtoanalyre asituationandgettq
the bottom of it very quickly," she said.
The main emphasis of the presentation was good writ·
ing, good editing and practical experience.
"Do whatever you can to hone your writing skills,"
Hauser said.
''Nothing will serve you any better as you go forward ii
your career," Woodcock said.
"Writing is everything."
Woodcock said being a student of journalism is imPll"t
tant in the world of public relations.
"A lot of times coverage is dictated by online coveraae.
Ifs very important that }'ou're at least a student Of thllt

. ..~.8:8!4hf:l:c:areer: ~!! -~~~~-~~.a. . . . . .. -·.·. .. . .. .·. . . ... . . .·...· . : . .·... .
~<~-·~~-~:~~~·:~: ~~~:,:~~l*i·~--rii~- ...
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Budgeters: Income likely won't cover cuts
Ir Kitt Henderson and nm Martin
STAFF WRITERS

Almost one third of the way
~Fiscal Year 2004, Eastern is
pised to fall short of breaking even

JDmcially.
Increased local revenue services,
vil tuition and student fees, won't

E

stretch far enough to cover the
ty's expenses, said Larry
director of accounting and
ftllnce/assistant treasurer.
F.astem potentially will deal with
llxlrt $8 million less funding this fiscal year, Which runs from July 1 to
2004, from absorbing state
riation cuts along with salary
health insurance cost increases.
"Our income fund, tuition, is a
b:al fund and we've increased
tuition over the last thJee years to
<tfset some state cuts," Cannon said.
'"1'his has helped some, but we're
atill short."
The university handles two budgets, one from funds received by the
8late and the other from funds genllrated locally, or within the university's oontrol and jurisdiction, like student fees.
Any prediction of how the univer-

,
=

sity will handle the budget deficit is
premature. If enrollinent numbers
drop dramatically for the spring or
sununer semesters, the tuition revenues generated locally could derail
the budget's outlook.
If the average student, one of
Eastern's 9,845 full-time students,
takes around 15 semester hours, the
revenue increase would produce
almost $.3 million dollars. Cannon
said when the state cuts the university funds, enrollment increases
"help out a lot."
Budget Director Jim Shonkwiler
predicted enrollment for next year
shJuld remain abrut the same, but he
said if"'the ecmomy gets better, he
expectsfewerptl(4)letooometocollege
because rmre jOOs will be available.
Budget cuts have not resulted in
tactile results necessarily, but on
many levels the campus has dealt
with them. Although the budget
issues are dealt with by every facet
of the university, the Council on
University Planning and Budget
meets once a month to organim
those concerns.
The council met Friday and
Shonkwiler said the university is
concerned with unpaid bills from FY

and other cost increases like utilities,
Shonkwiler said.
Shonkwiler said the $4.27 million
recession for FY 03 could primarily
be made up with the tuition increase.
This may put a strain on the 2005
enrollinent numbers, but the university is planning on the same as 2004
or maybe less.
Other costs were covered by
increasing fees, saving electricity
and increasing productivity.
Shonkwiler said a new office supply contract saved the university
$140,000.
A food contract saved $242,000
along with a copier cmtract and merging the Print Center and Cq:Jy Exp~
saving over $.300,000 combined.
WEIU, the campus radio and 1V statioos, also gave back aroum $(,00,000
total to spread to other entities.
Other costs in FY 03, Shonkwiler
says, were covered by:
+ eliminating vacant positions,
freezing hiring decisions.

Rscal Year 2004 cu1B
RmJlmON

SoofQ

• $4.215.500

B.Z pert:ent s1al~ b~get reduC'!ion

• $1,700.000

Empteyee Insurance payment

• $1 ;200,DOO

Solary Increases

• $700,000

Mkscellarieous

•Total: $7,875,000
Source; Interim pmsldeot Lou HenckSn's Pov;,rsrpolnt presentation at a

Sepla'ni::lef llllnols. Boai'd or Higher Edu~ticn m

ng.

04 overspilling into FY o.5.

year and 89 in FY 04.
Students feel the squeezed budget in
Even with an internal cost
the form of larger average class sires increases and a $4.27 million budget
and higher tuitioo, an 11.2 percent deficit, the university could avoid
increase-about anadditDlal$12S for finishing the fiscal year in the red.
a student wh:> registered for 15 aedit • The total deficit the university
murs- from the previous year.
faces is comprised of this budget
Faculty are burdened with addi- recession that some estimate will be
tional teaching responsibilities, $5 billion: health insurance chargereduced traveling expenses and lower back costs (about $1.7 million) from
salary increases. Administration, or Central Management Services; the 2
those university workers wh:> are not percent faculty salary increase
classified as teaching members, were granted
by
the
University
reduced in si7.e by 12.S percent last Professionals of Illinois contract;

+~equipmentpurcllases.

+ further postponing deferred
maintenance projects.
+reducing the hours and number
of buildings cooled in the summer to
save on utility costs.

All on campus cut corners to save money
., Dan Renick
STAFF WRITER

With further budget cuts and recesoo the horiwn, some ofEastem's
laculty and staff are getting a crash
CDD"Se in penny-pinching.
The full effects of Eastern's budget cuts haven't been felt yet, said ecollOlllics chair Ebrahim Karbassioon.
This fiscal year's state appropriatedfunds were slashed by 8.2 percent,
er a total of $4.27 million. F.astern's
tludget for Fiscal Year 2004 is
,500 down from $51,883,000 in
Most of the state appropria-

tion deficit was· made up from the
11.2 percent tuition increase and the
increase of enrollinent from 11,16.3 in
2002 to 11,522 in 2003.
HistDry professor Bailey Young
listens daily to reminders about
reducing the photocopying of too
many handouts or telephone usage.
''I virtually never use my phone
except for local calls," Young said "I
think our department is about as lean
as could be."
English Chair Dana Ringuette
agreed that cutting down on day-today supplies is one solution, but other
parts of his department are suffering.

'"'

The department hasn't sent any faculty to professional conferences this
year because of the budget, he said.
They also are behind on computer
replacement and Ringuette said he
doesn't see them being replaced soon.
The biological science department
is also trying to get by with outdated
equipment, said biologicsl sciences
chair Kipp Kruse.
"Science is an expensive discipline," associate biology professor
C.J. Costa said.
.
Costa teaches freshman biology
courses and uses microscopes in all
his classes.

OUT

AND
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Theresa Smith of Charieston waits on customers Thursday afternoon at
the new Uncoln Garden 1'9Staurant, 703 Lincoln Ave.
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Lincoln Garden restaurant
offers round-the-clock servic:e for
weekend night owls, and increased
business may bring 24-hour service all week long.
Gici Zendelli, Lincoln Garden
employee and son of owner Frank
Zendelli, said business has been
''pretty good and fairly busy" since
it opened Wednesday, Oct. 15. He
said if business picks up, they may
remain open 24 hours everyday.
Frank Zendelli said they get better and better business every
week.
"We have quite a bit of stu-

K~

K~

K~

Congratulations on outstanding grades!
Missy Doudna
Niki Jensen
Becky Kiehl
Kristen Mauger
Pam Medema
Danielle Rath

3.5-3.99
Kate Bachhuber
Laura Becker
Kate Betz

Amber Borgert
Erin Feldmann
Kristen Kniepkamp
Rebecca Murray
Keri Powell
Lara Renner
Erin Scott
Chelsea Spurlock
Margaret Sweeney
Sarah Weiss

Katie Barnes
Kellie Barnes
Kelly Carney
Lauren Crawford
Erin Day
Michelle Dombrowski
Michelle Farris
Stephanie Hackett
Mma Harpin

Emily Heitman

Joy Hoffman
Ashleigh Hull
Katie Kearns
Jessica Keehnan
Carolyn Kinsloe
Laura Martin
Marcie Marrullo
Erin Murphy
Kristen Schiesser
Kirsten Wilson

K~

K~

K~

K~

K~

K~

K~

MANIC MONDAYS

WHAT?
MARY KAY PARTY AT 5PM
MO"YIE: DIRTY DANllNG AT 8PM

AlBEE PITlA

-

K~

"They'r~ really friendly and it
looks nice. It's just comfortable
there," said Martha Ferguson, a
Charleston resident.
Some popular items on the menu
are the Manhattan T-bone, ribeye
steak, fried chicken, skillets and
walleye.
·
Lincoln Garden serves lunch
anytime after 11 a.m. and breakfast is served all day.
"The first time I was there I had
eggs and ham," Guiliani said. "It
was pretty tasty."
Frank Zendelli said he employs
several students part time. Frank
Zendelli is currently looking for
full time help and experienced
waitresses.

OCT. ZlI1I

Kappa Delta
K~

dents," Frank Zendelli said. '!A lot
of them come in and get surprised
we're open."
Lincoln Garden, · 703 Lincoln
Ave., is open from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday and
open 24 hours Thursday through
Sunday.
"It's open 24 hours on the weekends and the prices are good," said
Lisa Guiliani, a junior secondary
education major. "They have a
wide selection."
Gici Zendelli said it's not only
students frequenting the restaurant. Business people, families
and senior citizens also come to
eat at Lincoln Garden, Gici
Zendelli said.

GIBIS JmT WANNA HA¥E HJN!
WHERE?
ANDREWS HAI! BA.\iMENT

3.0-3.49

ti!

Andrew is worried with higher
work loads and larger class sires,
professors won't be able to work with
students as much and their quality of
education will slip.
Although no faculty were laid off
this past year, some positions became
vacant after retirements or departure for another job were not filled.
However, Blair Lad, provost and
virepresidentforacademicaffairs,pr&vWsly said 00-~ ...<r~
faculty wh:> are JD: m annual cmtracts
. ~.~~!>'~
orpqit}:im.e.
• . ~~ta'.the next academiC
year. '

Restaurant success could
bring round-the-clock service

.

By Nicole Nicolas

K~

are getting cnmched in to classes."

ABOUT

STAFF WRITER

K~

'These are the same microscopes I
used 30 years ago when I was in high
school," Kruse said '"These are basic
teaching needs we're trying to fill"
The Geology Department is not in
as much need for day to day supplies,
geology professor Bob Jorstad said.
Jorstad said he sees problems in
the overbooking of classes. larger
class sires mean needing fewer faculty to teach and that is shortchanging students, Jorstad said
"You dm't notice the larger classes
at fitst," PhYSkS ch&r'Kfilth AridreW
said. ''One day you ........
1;~0
Ann't . '
·~
~·~
know every name or face because kids

K~
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Breaches no excuse for further action

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
EdltDrial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief

Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor

Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor

Ben Erwin
Editorial page
editor and semimonthly
. columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnewsOhotmaH.com

EDI T OR IAL

School
needs to be
abolished

Erwin also is a
senior journalism
major

•

He can be reached et
benerwinChotmal.com •

For the sixth consecutive year, the Fair 'Irade
Coalition is planning a trip to the mass protest of
the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation in Fort Benning, Ga.
The Western Hemisphere Institute, formerly
know as the School of the Americas, formed in
January 2001 when the aforementioned SOA
closed its door at the behest of national and international protesters and a series of articles published in the New York Times arid Washington
Post illustrating the
crimes committed by
Protesting 1he Jormer
SQA-1¥~~tes.
SCfiO()l·ottt;e
The event, held annu-

alff, i'S'tfie fil~1

~

OUrstancd

"If this supposed
security can't stop a 20year-old college kid,
what good is it against
terrorists?"

and harmfully reactionary measures should speak loud and clear.
For all the efforts of added
security in airports and civil liberty attacking measures running
rampant and gaining support
from many paranoid, fearful
Americans, it took a single college student to make many reallie
the whole system is asinine and
ineffective. In some respect it's
good Heatwole,simply wanted to
prove a point rather than hurt
people.
In the past week, cries for
greater security in airports and
other areas were deafening, but
what good is security or protection being provided by overworked, stressed, under trained
individuals?.. Heatwole proved just
how effective all of these heavy
handed measures really were.
If this supposed security can't
stop a 20-year-old college kid with
obviously too much free time.
what good is it against terrorists
or others who pose real danger?
Heatwole's actions were a
wake-up call and the kick in the
pants America's actions were desperately in need of. The next step
is to do the same to prove the
futility, stupidity and inefficiency
of America's pathetic military
forces. The only real danger in
Heatwole's case is that some
moron is sure to follow suit in
hopes of gaining prominence or a
little infamy.
Let's just hope Heatwole's
actions are seen for what they are
rather than yet another excuse for
government officials and airlines
to "increase" security while strangling civil liberties and personal
rights.

improvement.
Tudd Curtis, an aviation safety
expert who runs the Web site
AirSafe.com illustrated this point.
After the incident, Curtis pointed out that while security measures and checkpoints have
increased, the entire airline hiring
system is inherently flawed.
"The ramp workers, the people
who clean the plane, the people
who bring the baggage and food
and beverages aboard, still undergo no more than a cursory level of
scrutiny and background checks,"
Curtis said.
Curtis' sentiment, however, is
nothing new as anyone who has
spent time in an airport in the last
two years can tell you problems
exist. Heatwole simply brought
this issue to national prominence
by imposing a bit of brave/stupid
activism and has been met with
polarizing results.
Sure, Heatwole is in some
respect a hero for simply pointing
out the inadequacy of the security
at airports, but did he really need
to smuggle in box cutters to do
so? One look at the men and
women running security at airports, the meager background
checks that will allow almost anyone to procure one of these jobs,
or even the American government allowing petty, restrictive

..

protest of the school
Despite 1he name
each year and draws
change, this school
has been responsible
protesters from around
.fc)r economic and
the globe. While other
human rights
military schools exist
atrocities and should
throughout the country,
6e abolished.
WHISC differs in the
fact it teaches not only military techniques and
procedures but subjugation and violence. •
While the school handles only 800 to 1000 students each year, members of the former School of
America include notorious dictator Manuel
~oriega and Omar Turrijos of Panama among
others. Graduates also have been responsible for
the Mezote massacre in Colombia, which resulted
in 900 civilian deaths and the assassination of
Archbishop Oscar Romero.
Despite this dubious past, the school's staff
believes it is providing a service. "Now more than
ever, the institute fills a vital role in building relationships among countries and even within countries," WHISC's Web site stated.
A simple name change cannot erase the atrocities leveled by such a school, however, and any
protest that brings such events to light is
extremely necessary.
"One school closed because it had fulfilled its
mission; WHISC opened to meet new and changing needs," the Web site says of the name change.
Now, this explanations says nothing of the public
outrage brought by the SOA, the human rights
violations leveled by its graduates or the senseless murders performed while "ensuring order,"
but merely feeds the public a line.
While the name may have changed, WHISC still
employs a number of the same faculty members,
offers many of the same courses and still sends
graduates into the same countries and situations
as the School of the Americas.
Activism of different kinds exists across campus, but this trip is bringing varying students
from numerous organizations together for a common goal and is bringing a vital issue to light.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial.board.
·

Apparently, it boils down to perception. When the lines between
ingenuity, honesty and stupidity
blur just right, the results can be
just as insightful as they are oddly
entertaining.
More than a week ago,
Nathaniel Heatwole, 20, of
Guilford College, committed a
self-described act of "civil disobedience" by sneaking box cutters,
bleach and fake plastic explosives
onto two Southwest Airlines
planes. He was even kind enough
to e-mail federal authorities the
flight numbers and airlines he
snuck the items onto, but is now
being charged with carrying a
concealed weapon.
Although there are multiple
issues at work in this case, fore- ·
most among them are self-proclaimed activism, the reaffirmation of airport security issues and
even passing off what could be
misconstrued as sheer stupidity as
effective social change.
While Heatwole's security aversion certainly doesn't fall under
civil disobedience, his aberrant
form of activism proved a valuable point about the ability and
effectiveness of workers delegated to airport security.
Since Sept 11., many
Americans, as well as the
American government, have been
up-in-arms about security but
even those in charge of said security seem somewhat skeptical.
There has been a consorted effort
to increase rather caustic security
measures under the feeble guise
we are now safer, but Heatwole's
antics prove before airlines can
add security measures, the simple
act of hiring needs drastic
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Honor accomplishments not ethnicity
First of all, I must begin
by expressing my utter sadness that a school that prides
itself on possessing such a
phenomenal education program, and, at least in my
opinion, is lucky enough to
employ such dedicated, intelligent and open-minded education "professors, would
even allow an article with a
headline and second line that
presented as much ignorance
as the top story of the Oct. 23
issue of The Daily Eastern
News.
As I curiously opened the
Oct. 23 issue, I was instantly
faced with the headline,
"Making way for first black
queen" followed by, ''This
year's Homecoming queen
Kelly Edwards is officially
the first black to have the
title at Eastern," and I was
outraged.
As a former major in elementary education at
Eastern, I participated in a
plethora of in-class conversations on the subject of multiculturalism. From these conversations, led by both pro-

fessors and fellow students, I
walked away with the understanding· that each student is
an individual, and although
we recognize multi-culturalism and benefit from it, we
NEVER, EVER distinguish,
characterize, or classify students based upon their diversities. Unfortunately, it
seems that this young writer
has not had the opportunities
to encounter discussions with
my previous professors.
I understand society has
impressed upon us the
importance of recognizing
the accomplishments of our
so-called minority groups,
and that writer Dan
Valenziano probably felt he
was doing his job to report
that not only should students
praise and honor Kelly
Edwards for winning Queen
based on her character, intelligence and ability to represent herself but also the significance that she is the first
woman of African descent to
win this honor.
However, the words
vaienzianQ chose to use left

me instead with the impression we must only focus on
the obvious sight that Kelly
Edwards is black. I say the
terms "obvious sight''
because that is all the word
black describes; it-does not
describe her ethnicity or her
culture or thfi significance of
the matter.
The word black describes
what color Kelly Edwards is
on the outside and, in reality,
if I were to describe her only
from pictures, I would have
chosen the word brown. I
·want to take this moment to
congratulate Kelly Edwards
on being crowned
Homecoming Queen 2003.
When I was able to recover
from ·my initial outrage of
the headline, I began to read
the article, and Kelly
Edwards' quotes were the
only thing that saved this

entire article from being a
complete adversity.
From her words, I can see
why Eastern has chosen her
for such an honor. Using her
words she has shown readerj
her hard work, dedication,
and deep desires and emotion& tied into this race and
victory. I congratulate you,
Kelly Edwards, on two
accomplishments today.
One for winning Queen
based upon your character,
intelligence, dedication, em~
tions and ability to represe~
yourself and others. And two
for being the first woman of
African descent to win such
an honor at Eastern.
Tutianna Langjahr

Eastern Alumna

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the edltOll
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students
indicate their year in school and msjor. Faculty, administration and staff should ind·
their position and department Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it
Letters can be sent to The Dally Eastam News at 1811 Buzzard Hal~. Cha
61 ~29; faxed !q :!17-PlJ1.-~9j1~; ,or t1-maiJ8P JQ ifeSl!lt_~IJl'.l~~@~o.tm~l,c_plJl
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Step to this:
Merrwrial performance slwwcases talents
Br Megan Jurinek
STAFF WRITER

Five black fraternities and
lmJrities, part of the National
atihellenic Council, danced their
hearts out Friday as part of a
ll>mecoming event.
The first annual Johnetta Jones
Step Show w~s hosted by Sonya D,
acomedian who has been featured
on
Black
Entertainment
~evision's "Comic View."
Sonya D attempted to sing the
National Anthem like the university Unity choir, but for a little bit of
comic relief, she threw around the
melody.
Nine girls of Delta Sigma Theta
walked out in black and red and
kicked the show off. They
'stepped" for about 20 minutes and
aot the erowd on its feet with a
c:hant of ''Oh, Oh" during one of
their 8ongs.
The next group to appear was
Alpha Phi Alpha, the members of
which wore black and white pinsuits.
Halfway through their set, they
ed singing a fairly common
c:hant. They were rubbing their
anns and blowing in their hands
yelling, "It's cold in here, there
must be some Alphas in the atmosphere."
There was a slight break in the
mpetition so the Jolie Dance
Group could come out and bring in
little variety. They strayed away
from the stepping and did a little
bit more of a simpler synchronized
p6pdance.
After the Jolie Dance Group, it
was back to the competition with
Sigma Gamma Rho taking the

a

stage.

A screen was drawn up from the
middle of the stage and a short
jreparation movie was played. It
showed the girls going to ''boot
camp,'' which in all reality was
three of them hitting the local playtround.
Wearing black tank tops and
khaki cargo pants, the girls took to
the stage like professionals.
During one segment of the dance
iiey shut off all the lights and
broke out blue glow sticks.
Phi Beta Sigma was fourth to
take the stage. Wearing blue shirts
and black ties and pants, they
added a little spice to their routine

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHO TO BY STEPHEN HAAS

The Jolie Dance Group performs its act Friday night in the Student Recreation Center dwing the EIU National Panhellenic Council Johnetta Jones Step Show.

by having a member pound on a
drum while the others stepped.
The competition ended with the
Zeta Phi Beta. Th start off their
show, they showed a few girls
come out with wheels on and skate
around the stage for a few minutes
and then the team appeared. With
white shirts, blue vests and black
ties and pants, the ladies lit up the
stage using canes and blindfolds.
After all five groups performed,
there were a few special presentations made by Zeta Phi Beta.
For the sororities, Zeta Phi Beta
took third, Delta Sigma Theta was
the runner up and Sigma Gamma
Rho was the champion. For the fraternities, Alpha Phi Alpha was the
runner up and Phi Beta Sigma took
home the first place trophy,
Stephanie Isaac, a junior English
major and member of Sigma Gamma
Rho, said they had been practicing
for the show since summer.
''We usually practice most nights
from like 10 p.m. to 12 a.m.," Isaac
said. "It's a lot of hard work,"

"I can't really say that we had
anything that anybody else didn't
do except for the fact that we wanted this, we wanted to perform and
we enjoyed our selves." Isaac said.
Jason Thwnsend, a junior special
education major, said Phi Beta
Sigma had been practicing for
three months.
''We had to work day and night,"
Thwnsend said.
For the last week, two practices
helped us with our steps, Tuwnsend
said.
"Our creativity and our determination to win was what set us apart
from the rest," he said.
Maureen Beske, a freshman
undecided major, was impressed
by the show.
"I thought it was a great time. I
alw~ys like attending shows like
this; it gives you a sense of what
else is going on on campus," Beske
said. "I'm really impressed by how
good the dancers were and how
much effort was put into the
show."

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHO TO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Alpha Phi Alpha perfonns its step rOutine Friday night during the StepShow in the Student Recreation Center.
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BEYOND BORDERS (R) Daily 4:10, 7:00, 9:50,

TEXAS CHAINSAW llASWRE (R) Daily 5:30,
8:00, 10:20
RUNAW~Y JURY (PG13) Daily
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$5 w/EIU ID
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NOW at the Union

Box Office
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• Autograph session
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KIU BILL(R) Daily 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50, 6:30,
9:10

Budget council rejects pressure to downsize
By Holly Henschen
STAFF WRITER

A vote of 23-4 defeated a Faculty
Senate resolution to alter the size
and composition of the Council of
University Planning and Budget
Friday.
''This council has become the
object of derision," Senate Chair
David Carpenter said. "It is an
absolutely useless council where all
serious consideration of budgetary
priorities are concerned."
The resolution, passed by the senate last spring, would have changed
the size of the council from 37 voting members to 15.
It also would have increased the
ratio of faculty members on the
council Seven of the 15 would sit on
the council, which would have had

no minority representative.
The senate felt the council was
too large to perform efficiently.
Also, they said the council was to be
a forum where faculty can voice
their concern in accordance with
the Board of 'Ihtstees regulations.
Several members felt the
changes were not representative to
the makeup of employees on campus.
"rm not sure I'd want to sacrifice
the broad representation of this
committee," said Bill Addison, representativt! of the College of
Sciences on the council and a psychology department chair.
''The committee is too large," said
speech communication professor
Joe Huemann. "The intent is to
make the council have some actual
power. It's a place to discuss things,

but nothing ever actually gets decided."
The Legislative Action Temn,
which lobbies for Eastern in
Springfield with the Student Action
Tham, was also discussed.
Jim Johnson, the dean represen~
tive from the College of Arts and
Humanities, said the teams are a
good opportunity for students and
faculty to promote Eastem's interests, especially because legislators
can focus on students' points of view.
The team will next visit
Springfield Nov. 5.
Council
Chair
Christine
McConnick, a psychology professor, reminded members of the
duties of advisory committee members, including meeting with the
vice presidents before they make
reports to the council. Committee

members from last year will give
reaction to their positions and anyone who wishes to join a committee
was invited.
Bursar Linda Coffey, vice president of business of affairs representative, and speech communication
Instructor Kathy Reed, Staff Senate
member, were added to the business
affairs subcommittee.
Addison volunteered to chair the
academic affairs committee, which
also added Josh Jewett, a Student
Senate representative on the council.
The advisory committees will be
approved next meeting Nov. 14.
The council also saw presentations from the North Central
Accreditation
Self-Study
Committee and the 2006 Planning
Cycle.

CUPB action
•Faculty Senate resolution
voted down 23-4

• Legislative Action Team discussed
• NCA Self-Study Committee
presentation outlining foreplar\$
fur. the rest of self-study

+ Planning Cycle 2006
• Advisory Committee mem~

added, wtth final approval

at the Nov. 14 meeting

Proposal may extinguish several smoking floors
By Kevin Sampier
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Residence Hall Association
will submit a proposal Friday
requesting some floors in residence halls change in status to nonsmoking.
RHA President Nachel Glynn
said the proposal will ask Director
of Housing and. Dining Mark
Hudson to make the changes official.

Hudson said he will review the
proposal and, if it needs any
changes, he will ask the RHA for
more clarification.
The proposal will request
Weller and Andrews Halls retain
two smoking floors, while cartnan,
Tuylor and McKinney Halls eliminate all smoking floors, Glynn
said.
If Hudson approves the proposal. the changes will take affect
next Fall, Glynn said.

Thomas, Lincoln and Stevenson
Halls have not turned in requests
for changes to smoking floors,
while Douglas Hall has already
made the switch to all non-smoking
last year, Glynn said.
If the changes are approved,
they will become permanent policy
and will be published in next year's
Residence
Hall
Calendar
Handbook, Hudscin said.
Hudson said he will make the
final decision and the policies will
be changed in the housing department, not through any other board.
The reason for the proposed
reduction in smoking floors is
because there is too much space
dedicated to smoking, but not
enough smokers to occupy the
space.
''We have five times as much
smoking allowed space as there is
smokers," Hudson said. "I think
RHA thought 'wow, we need to narrow that down.'"

"I don't smoke that
much, maybe half a
pack a day. I just like
the convenience of
being able to smoke in
my room."
~ Krygeris, sophomore

business major

The chances of students changing the new policies if they are
passed are small, Glynn said.
"It's highly unlikely because
there's such a health conscious attitude that smoking shouldn't be
allowed in buildings," Glynn said.
"I'm thinking there's no way this
will be turned around," she said.
Health issues, a fewer number

of smokers and less space for nonsmoking students were all issues
Glynn cited for the proposed
change.
"Everyone had a chance to
speak what they wanted to say,''
Glynn said.
The proposal will be reviewed
by the executive board of RHA
before it is sent to Hudson, she
said.
Robert Beck, fourth floor residence assistant for Tuylor Hall,
said at the beginning of the year 22
out of 58 students on the floor said
they smoked.
A number Beck said might be
higher because students who didn't
want their parents to know they
smoked might lie on their housing
survey.
Nick Olejnik, a freshman history
major, lives on the fourth floor and
is opposed to the change.
"I don't like it," Olejnik said.
''We're all the way up here and we

don't have an elevator so it's kind
of an inconvenience to walk all the
way down stairs every time you
want a cigarette."
Greg Wilson, a sophomore elementary education major, also
feels having to go outside for everJl
cigarette is a waste of time.
·
"I think it's to our advantage not
to go all the way down and outside,'' Wilson said, who has s~
two years on the floor and will bcil
leaving at the end of this semesteit
Stephen Krygeris, a sophomore
business major and fourth
resident disagrees with the proposed change, but said there is
nothing he can do about it now.
"I don't smoke that much, ma}'bll
a half a pack a day,'' Krygeris said.
"I like the convenience of bein&
able to smoke in my room."

floor

Student Government editor Kevil
Sampler can be reached at k_sampl,
erOhotmall.com

r9St0ent
·a ssistant
Applications available at www.eiu.edu/~housing
- Applications due Dec. 5, 2003

• Receive tree room &board
• Earn a monthly stipend
• Take advantage of leadership opportunities
• Develop skills that will help you in the professional world
Build your resume
What do former WWE professional wrestler Chyna
(Joanie Laurer), actor Wesley Snipes, and Eastem's
current president, Lou Hencken oil have in
common? They were aH once Resident Assistants.
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Pam Maloy, Tolono, co-president of Eastem's Parents Club, fills buckets of candy in
the driveway of Old Main before the Homecoming parade Saturday morning.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTOS BY STEPH EN HAAS

(Above): Ryan Kavois, sophomore finance major, canies
his dog Macy, a basset hound-beagle mix, down
Seventh Street Saturday morning during the parade.
"She just didn't want to walk," Kavois said. (Right): The
rainy weather forced many football fans to watch the
game from underneath their umbrellas Saturday during
the Homecoming game against Tennessee-Martin.

·- ·..---- -----------... --···-
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Alman Saleh, junior computer science major, attempts a beer-can field goal during
tailgating Saturday afternoon outside Of O'Brien Stadium. The can bounced off the
photographer and was no good.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO
BY COLIN MCAULIFFE

(Right): Members Of the
EIU cheer1eading squad
wait to catch another
member Friday night during the Pep Rally. The
cheerteaders stayed busy
with the rally, two volleyball games, the parade,
and the Homecoming
football game.
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO
BY COLIN MCAULIFFE

(Left): Members of the
Eastern Illinois University •
dance team perform during the Pep Rally Friday
night at O'Brien Stadium.

•
From pep
talks to
pancakes
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Football coach Bob Spoo talks to
students about coming to the
Homecoming game and thanks
fans in advance for their support at
the Homecoming game during the
Pep Rally Friday night at O'Brien
Stadium.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY
STEPHEN HAAS

(Below): 7-year old Amy Daniels follows the moves of the EIU cheerleaders Friday night during the volleyball game in Lantz Arena with
her father, Steve Daniels, and her
10-year old brother Jay.

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTOS BY STEPH EN HAAS

(Above): Kari Konrad Oeft), Terry Davis (centen and Mitch Shick (right) cook pancakes early Saturday morning during the Rotary Club
Pancake Breakfast in the paoong lot of Domino's Pizza at Seventh and Lincoln.
(Right): Comedian Sonya D talks to the Homecoming Queen Friday night during the Step Show in the Student recreation center.
"That's all you get to do?" Sonya asked. "Wear your jeans and your crQWn?"
~
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Complaint boxes to
give students a voice
Br Br1an O'Malley
lfUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

Three complaint boxes have been
lltationed around campus so students can voice concerns to the
Student Government.
Ryan Berger, chair of the senate
Student Relations Committee, said
the complaint boxes were created
as a part of the "Got Concerns" p:nr
gram the committee started.
The committee handed out over
,000 pamphlets on the Booth
Library Quad Oct. 15, which let stulents know Student Government is
there for a reason, Berger said.
"We're still trying to get students
to know about (the boxes)" Berger
said.
The blue complaint boxes, which
read "Student Government," were
placed in Booth Library, the
Recreation Center and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Food Court and more will be added
if the boxes are well used, Berger
said.
Berger and the members of the
student relations committee paid
for the $10 boxes out of their own
pockets, but will ask for funds from
Student Senate if more boxes will
be needed, Berger said.
The committee will accept all
comments and questions, but is
looking specifically for complaints
and concerns, Berger said.
''We want someone to complain
about parking on campus or we

Shooting:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"I was watching the show, then a
few people started yelling and pushing," said sophomore elementary
education major Maria Santoyo,
human potential coordinator for the
University Board. "Then there was
a group of people pushing and more
people got into the fight.
"It was settled down pretty
quickly and people returned to
. their seats," Santoyo said.
A junior English major, who also
wanted to remain anonymous, who
attended the show said Griffin and
l.Dvemore were involved in a fight
with a resident of the 12th street
home.
"They started fighting, friends

want someone to complain about
problems with a teacher," Berger
said.
Senate members have blue shirts
that say "Student Government" on
the front and "Got Concerns" on the
back, promoting the "Got
Concerns" program. The program
will allow Student Senate to solve
students' problems, Berger said.
"You can't solve anything unless
you know what the problems are,"
Berger~d.

Senate member Deanna Cappetto
said the complaint boxes are a way
Student Government can become
available to students to answer
questions and solve problems.
Solving problems on campus
takes effort from both the students
and Student Government, which is
why Student Senate has created the
boxes, Cappetto said.
"(Senate members) aren't really
accessible to students," Cappetto
said. "It's an easier way to voice
their concerns."
Cappetto said the boxes will give
students a simple way to voice their
concerns.
"All they have to do is jot it down
on a piece of paper and put it in a
box," Cappetto said. "I really hope
people use them."
Student Senate has been thinking
of a better way to reach students,
which is why the committee came
up with the idea, he said.
"It's really the first step at reaching out a bit," Cai)petto said.
jumped in and then the girl and her
boyfriend ran out," the witness
said. ''The other people tried to follow them, but the people at the door
wouldn't let them leave right
away."
The two left the show following
. the conflict, but before the 12th
street residents returned home, the
witness said. When the residents
arrived they found at least eight
shots had been fired into the home.
No injuries were reported as a
result of the gunfire. The incident
is under investigation by the
Charleston Police, Illinois State
Police and the Coles County State's
Attorney.
City Editor ca11y Mullally can be reached at

Lolslayne83@aol.com.
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Eastern students enjoy tailgating outside of O'Brien Stadium Saturday afternoon before the Homecoming game
against Tennessee-Martin.

Homecoming:

Several fans stay away from
football game despite win

"It seemed like no one wanted to go
to the game because the weather
was so ugly."

CONTIN UE D FROM PAGE 1

-Beth Hancock, junior special education ma;or

''People could just feel that there was a huge police
presence during the weekend," he said.
After the parade, some students continued to brave
the light rain and chilly weather, flocking to the tailgating area outside O'Brien Field to celebrate before the
football game.
But as the rain began to fall harder, many lost their
enthusiasm to stay for the game.
''It seemed like no one wanted to go to the game
because the weather was so ugly," Hancock said.
"I also think there weren't a lot of people going to the
game because the team lost so badly last week," Simon
said. "I didn't want to sit in the rain just to watch my
team lose again."

Instead of going tailgating or to the football game
after watching the parade, other students met with
friends who had come down to celebrate for the weekend.
''Everyone in my apartment building had someone
come down this weekend," Hancoek said. "So we had a
huge party in the whole building. Everyone left their
doors open and we just floated from place to place. It
was a lot of fun."
''There was a party at my boyfriend's house that lasted all day and night," said Nicole Hayostek, a soph<>more undeeided major. "I just stayed there after the
parade. It was too cold to go tailgating and to the game."

~ Luther King, Jr. University U. .
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FALL EDUCATION JOB FAIR
Eutcm Illinois Uoiwnily

D:uJhnu_ts Are Ch S3.1e ill tlE

UNIVERSITY UNI ON PANTHER PANTRY
DON'TMISSOUT! !

$5. 00 Per Dozen

Great I.av Pria:s ! ! !

$2.50 Half ]):)zen

Krispy Krere DJuglmuts
EVERY THURSDAY ~1..a.m

45¢ Single D:lnut

call 581-3616
to pl a:E ).Q.Ir" cm:i=r"

100 :cozen

Wednesday, November 5,.2003
10~00 am - 3:00 pm
MLK University Union Grand Ballroom
Sponsored
by

Over
30

Career Services
1300 HS8
581· 2412

Check out our
~
program on the web! .·
www.jobn.eiu.edu

------

Schoof
Districts

~A Attendingl

Education Resume Blitz Bring a COft)pleted resume.for a quick review
Monday 11/3 &Tuesday 11/4 3:00 pm .. 6~00 pm
1300 Human Serv•ces Building

Tired of relying on other
people for rtdes? Need money
for transportation?

ADVERTISE IN THE DEN

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WAI T ED
Female models needed for calendar. NO NUDITY! looking for
diversity. Please contact Kevin at
312-656-2169. Photo shoot will
be local. Easy pay. Decent
Money
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17
County office products part-time
delivery help 9-1 or 12-4 for now,
summer, and next year, apply in
person at 406th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside
sales positions available. We
offer. flexible scheduling, a
atmosphere,
fun/professional
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe mlf/h/v

---....------~-~()().

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our teamll! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

~-------~·00

FOR

RENT

3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554

_ _ _ __ __ _ _ 1213

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
U~ /fl

\t4ff.tt IQO'lffiJllifJllG,.

MICRO. , ~ Gfill.ING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PO. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

FOR

RENT

PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6,8,
aid 11 bedroom, unfurnished houses fur rent 2004-2005. 1-2 blocks
from campus. CLEAN and WELl.
MAINTAINED. No pets, 12 months
lease. Call 345-3148 or check us
out at www.pantherpads.com.

----~~---00.

BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266

F 0 R R. EN T

SUB L ESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNO UNCEMENTS

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

Female Roommate needed for 2
BR apartment . Washer & dryer in
apartment, 11th st., close to campus. $280/mo + 1/2 utilities. Calt
Nicole, 348-9305 or 618-2467449.
-----~---10/17
5 Br. House on 1st St., campus
side, needs 1 female roommate.
$200 plus split utlities. Call 847894-8863:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/07

PSYCHIC FAIR- Mattoon, IL I 57
& R 16, October 18& 19. Saturday
and Sunday, 1 O a.m- 6p.m.
Readers,
vefldors,
Aura
-Photography, lridology, Door
Prizes, Free lectures every Half
hour with $5 fair admission. A
PEGAUSS PRODUCTIONS FAIR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17

A "Reality" Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash To1111.
Featured in the "The Real
Cancun" Movie. Lowest Price1,i
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groupt
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-80(Jo
426-7710.

USAS APR I NGBR EAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, - Acapulco,
Jamaica & more. Don't be fooled!
Go with Quality & Experience! 28
years in business Largest Student
Tour Operator (Division of USA
Student Travel) Call 1-877-4606077 Now hiring Campus Reps.
Earn 2 free trips for 15 travelers &

Spring Break- sign up will\
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International destinations-i
ing Aruba, Dominican Repub114
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with anyont
else. Limited offer- call now.
Commission rep positions also
available.
800-787-378'.
www.studentexpress.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21

----~~--~00.

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. P~lng/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a msg.

--------~.DQ1

Bedroom apts. for August 04-05.
PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1
1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person
leases. Central heat & A/C, laundry facility. Trash service and off
street parking included. Perfect
for serious student or couples.
348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0 0 .

2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 1O mo.
tease. No pets. 345-5048.
Ill
2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048

_________.oo

2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

--------~00
2004-2005 Furnished houses. 112
block from Rec. Center. No pets.
1O mo. lease. 345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o o .

FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5/4/3/2
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032

-----~--~00

For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 00.
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

-------~~00

ReAting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

--------~00.
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048

Classified ad form

------~-~oo.

Giri wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
p~. Call 348-5427

Good Luck Joy, we know you'll
continue to make us proud. Love
the giris at the Landing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20

--------~()().

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy In the Fall when they are
published.
Call 581-2812 for
more information.

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com

________

..___.()()

Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Littiker
Rental 345-9267
------~--10/24

ROOMMATES
Roommates
$295/month.
348.1479

Call

wanted,
Lindsey

--------~
- ()().

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

Under classificatiqn of: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only): _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$._ __
Payment:
Check No.,_ _

--------~00
Carole's :Plano now accepting
new students. All ages welcome.
Beginner to advanced levels. Call
417-8685 for more information.
Carole is also available to play for
functions, recitals, parties and
contests.

- -------..---00
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON: Looking to purchase Maril
or regular products, or sell? Call
Darlene at
345-4523 or
cindytiffany@consolidated.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22

IJJe~ewlorklimtl
Crossword
ACROSS

Name: ----------------Address: --~------~-----Phone: _ __ _ _ Student: O Yes O No

83% of EIU students do not want
drugs available at the parties they
attend (n=471 representative EIU
students).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17

Luck Katie and Joy! You'll
~-------___,00 Good
always win with me! Love yeur KO
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
Daggerman, Michael.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
Betz, we love you! You'll look
beautiful tonight. Love: Em, Pam,
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
and Bach.
346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20

~-------~00

The Daily Eastern News

PERSONALS

1"So what
is new?" 5Place for
drawers
9Fronts of
ships
14Ponce de
150scar winner
Kazan
16Send,as
payment
17Atlantic
Coast states,
with "the"
18Coin wade
higher than
fine
19African antelope
20Hot movie of

1981?

23Kitty starter
24Minister:
Abbr.

25Get satisfaction for, as a
wrong
28Siren luring
sailors to
shipwreck
32Mythical
enchantress
33Program
35Bruin legend
Bobby
36Hot movie of
1974, with
"The"?
40_ Lilly & Co.
41Cashews
and such
42_ amillion
43Twisting,
perhaps
462000
Olympics

cify
47Suffix with
meth48Draftable

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

s

!

v

nv s

l:I
3

Dates to run: -------------~
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 1Ocents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 1Ocents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to ed~ or refuse a(ls,consicjered fibelous or in bad taste.

""'"-t---T"-1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/20

ATTENTION: RESORT RECREATION & HOTEL MANAGEMENT
MAJORS! Internships available in
Resort Activities, Front Office &
Food Service, Myrtle Beach &
Hilton Head, SC: Orlando, 'FL, join
us for a semester or summer
gilining hands on experience in
sunny resort locations! Call 1 ~
800-864-6762
or
Email:
info@americanhospitalityacadem
y
c
o
m
,
www.AmericanHospitalltyAcade
my.com, $300/month stipend,
furnished housing, shuttled transportation, cultural events &
socials, gain a cultural experience, make friends from around
the world, gain AH & LA certification, receive internship credits!
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
Best Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Book now and receive free meals
& parties. Campus Reps wanted!
1-800-234-7007 or endlesssummertours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/31
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 destinations! Go Loco In Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun.
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounti!
tnfonnation/Reservsticaas 1-800.
648-4849 or www.stsvavel.clllt

-----~-,__·_·121-1.\

WINTER AND SPRING);Jfl~
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON $Al.E
NOW! www.sunchase.~orri OFI
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!

-------,.-.,,--,.1~~ 5
ACT NOW! Book 11 'peopleU1et
12th trip free. Group disooun6i fat

+

6

www.springbreakdiscounts.COIJI
or 800-838-8202

0 l30

L_O_G_H_O_U_S_E_C_O_N_S-IG-N-MENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001.
GO
TO
FAIRGROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.

_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 00

CITY LIMITS RESTAURANT!
Parents Weekend, Friday and
Saturday buffet and salad bar.
Students bring parents. Show 1.0
and receive 10% on entire bilU
Full menu and specials also available. Beer, wine, and cocktails.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10110

Edited by Will Shortz

49Hot movie of

1966?

56Permit
57Artless one
58Secluded
valley
59William and
Harry's
motlier
60Sign at the
front of some
bars
61 Biblical twin
62"
Defeats
Truman"
(infamous
1948 headline)
63Dame Myra
64"Phooey!"

1

2

No. 0915
10

3

11

12

13

14
17
20

--------it-59

DOWN
1 Utility supply: Abbr.
2Mrs. Rabin
3Slugging
Sammy
4Beguile
5Take down a
notch
6High society
7Breaks a
commandment
8"The Green
Hornet" role
9Lean toward
1OHave deja vu
about

-'-'+~+-'-f 11 Bradley or

-

$$.

Sharif

62

Puzzle by Sheldon Benardo

12Champagne,
e.g.
13Basic version: Abbr.
21Actress
Stevens
22Displeased
look
25Performed
26String quar·tet member
27Gen.
Rommel
28Lane in
Metropolis
29ACtress
Sophia

30Tennessee
Ford
31Literary
device
33Tight, as a frt
34Elev.
37Around the
center
38Vestibule
·
391mperil
44Gangster
known as
Big Al
45Sort of
46Stamps (out)
48Theater
awards

49Tennis's
Nastase
50Cole
51 Ruler unit
52Store event
53Rick's love in
"Casablanca
II
MC?rderly
55Wildebeests
5600 sums

~
~

,·-. - ·
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Struggle against odds brings Braun into tough race
. CHICAGO (AP) - Carol Moseley
Braun doesn't fit easily into any
box, never has.
Growing up on the South Side of
J;hicago, she raised chickens and
kill calls herself a country girl. In
lllinois politics and the U.S. Senate,
she raised heck and plenty of eyeJrows, but with a winning smile
ind gift for gab that could disarm
tpponents.
She's been called a .pioneer and a

symbol - the first black woman
elected to the Senate, now a contender for the Democratic presidential nomination.
And she's been called a disappointment, even an embarrassment, because of ethical questions
that ended her Senate career after
just one term.
In the campaign, Braun is
again fighting outside the box,
given no reasonable chance of

winning but using the platform to
make her firm voice heard on the
plight of the poor and civil liberties in the age of anti-terrorism
laws.
As her friend Billie Paige recalls
it, the audacious idea of running
for president came up over steaming dishes of gumbo on New Year's
Day.
"She said, 'One of the things that
strikes me is I can help frame the

debate,"' said Paige, a lobbyist.
"There was no woman in there, and
she feels very strongly about that."
Braun is used to long odds,
whether it was her struggle to get
into law school from her poor
upbringing, her winning campaign
as the first black woman to win
statewide office from Cook County
or her lobbying in the legislature
for issues destihed to fail until she
took them on.

In 1979, unfamiliar with the
ways of the Illinois House of
Representatives, the rookie lawmaker overlooked such necessities
as clearing her first bill with the
Democratic leadership and proceeded straight to a one-woman
crusade.
Her bill aimed to give more
money to recipients of public aid.
Braun lobbied each of the 176 lawmakers.

Gov. summit planned to create good reception
CHICAGO (AP) - When Gov. Rod
announced his regional
proposal to boost the state's economy
IEt month, there was a plan in place
to get him positive headlines and a
wann public reception
The state paid Chicago's largest
public relations firm, Edelman. about
lfi0,000 to organize what the governor billed as an "economic summit''
in Chicago and the Metro East area
The fum also suggested a strategy to
anvey the governor's message.
''If done right, the summit has the
potential to be not ooly a capstone of
~lagojevich

the governor's first year in office,
but the firsr'milestone in the state's
economic recovery," Edelman wrote
in its planning proposal.
Blagojevich used the events attended by hundreds of business
leaders - to announce his plan to
divide the state into 10 regions, each
with its own blueprint for economic
development and job growth.
Laura Hunter, a spokeswoman for
the Department of Commerce and
Economic
Opportunity,
said
Edelman set up the summit on a
shoestring budget - $40,<XX> for food,

supplies and audio-visual equipment · attend ooly the governor's speech.
and a $20,000 fee. While the compa''The Governor's Economic
ny offered a media plan, the state Summit must be seen (before, during
decided to handle those duties in- and afterwards) as more than a pubhouse, she said
lic relations gambit-it must produce
''There weren't balloons and a deliverables that prove that change is
band playing," she said "It was a underway," Edelman's proposal said
very scaled-back, stripped-down,
Although Blagojevich offered few
simple kind of thing."
details of his plan at the summit, he
Edelman's initial plan spelled out has traveled to Rockford and the
how to get the most positive attention Quad Cities in the past two weeks to
from the events, including having the lay out specifics for those regions.
media moderate Jianels and following The statewide tour is the governor's
up with summaries of the summit. latest since his three bus trips
Reporters ultimately were allowed to through northwestern, central and

southern Illinois this summer.
Both the governor's office and
Commerce
and
Economic
Opportunity have public relations
staffs. Hunter said the state turned
to Edelman-which already provides
public relations for the tourism
bureau - mainly for tasks like sending out invitations, tracking RSVPs
from business leaders and ordering
food.

"We know how to promote something," Hunter said. ''The question is,
who is going to do all of the leg-

work?"

Developers battle Starved Rock Loop fire witness
preservationists over island
describes ordeal that
killed three friends

UTICA (AP) - Laurie Crandall
t>eered over the autumn-tinted
woods toward a tiny island at the
foot of Starved Rock State Park,
hailed as an oasis between
Chicago's sprawl and the flat farmland beyond.
She didn't like the thought of seeing SO log homes and a marina built
on Plum Island, a bald eagle habitat
that has become a winter drawing
card for the sprawling nature park
along the Illinois River.
"I'm a naturalist. We don't have
much left for them to ruin," the
'Bartonville woman said.
Her husband, Bernard, just
.itrugged as the couple walked

through the park's bluffs last week
for a fall color show that has
splashed Starved Rock in shades of
red, yellow and orange.
"It doesn't bother me," he said.
"It's progress."
The courts could ultimately
decide whether the island is developed. lawsuits are the latest in a
months-long war of words that has
been building between developers
and a litany of opponents that
includes Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
"If the owners want to test our
resolve to protect the island, they
can be my guest," Quinn said.
Developers, meanwhile, contin-

ue to market the development and
have commitments for 34 of the log
homes, said John Wendland,
spokesman for the owners, Starved
Rock Island LLC.
''We expect to have all SO by the
end of the year. A lot. of people
were just waiting to find out if we
were serious," Wendland said.
Marketing has sparked an
inquiry by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Owners were notified this week
that they could face more than $7
million in fines if the agency finds
they mislead investors, such as
failing to mention permits required
before development can begin.

Twins charged with insurance fraud
WHEATON (AP) - A Chicago
man was being held Sunday in the
tuJ>age County Jail on insurance
rraud charges after he told police
he had been in a horrific auto
lccident that killed his two sisters and a niece.
A twin sister who was supposedly killed in the fake crash was
also charged.
Shawn and Shannah Sipp, both
22, were being held on $50,000
bond apiece.
"It was a totally made-up accident with a fictitious car," one of
the investigators told the Chicago
Sun-Times.

Police said the two were arrested Thursday after Shawn Sipp
showed up in a wheelchair at the
Oak Brook office of United
Automobile Insurance to pick up
checks for a fictitious Aug. 6 auto
crash on Chicago's West Side.
According to death certificates
and a Chicago Police Department
accident report Sipp was carrying, his two sisters and 5-year-old
niece were all killed in the crash.
He also said he sustained injuries
that left him paraplegic.
Insurance company officials
handed Sipp three checks totaling
$45,000, and then signaled detec-

Senate race an
early test of new
disclosure law
WASHINGTON (AP) inoisans following ads
for a hotly contested Senate
race are among the first in .
the nation to hear and see
the results of a new camfaign law that forces federal candidates to say they
1Pprove of what's being

aired.
For radio and television
ssages authorized by the
didates, the candidates
must say who they are and
that they've signed off on
the ad. For TV ads, they
must present themselves
with a full-screen view or
Jiith a clearly identifiable
tnage of themselves during the voice-over state-

ment.
Among the most recent
examples is a 30-second TV
ad that Illinois Comptroller
Dan Hynes aired this past
week.
"I'm Dan Hynes," the
Democratic candidate concludes, looking into the
camera. "I approve this
message and as your
United States senator..."
The new requirement is
part of the 2002 campaign
reform measure sponsored
by Sens. John McCain, RAriz., and Russ Feingold, DWis. It tdok effect with the
approval of new Federal
Election Commission rules
adopted late last year.

N0 N

tives, who promptly arrested
him.
Shannah Sipp was arrested as
she waited for her brother in a
car outside.
William Raniere, an attorney
for the insurance company, said
the fraud was the most extensive
ever attempted against United
Automobile in the five years it
has been operating in Illinois.
"This was the most extreme one
we've ever had, the first one with
multiple deaths," Raniere said.
The brother and sister face as
long as seven years in prison if
convicted.

s EQ uI T uR

CHICAGO (AP) - Carol Melton
was preparing to leave work on
the 19th floor of the Cook County
Administration Building when she
and co-workers at the public
guardian's office heard an evacuation warning.
Suddenly, an otherwise normal
day turned into a nightmare.
Thirty-one-year-old Melton, a
cancer survivor;' told the 'Clifoago
Sun-Times Saturday that she doesn't remember if the announcement
said the building was on fire. But
she and four co-workers knew the
situation was serious.
"You didn't have to be a Rhodes
scholar to know you had to get out
of the building because we started
seeing smoke come out of the
floor," Melton said.
After grabbing paper towels
from the bathroom to place over
their mouths, Melton and four coworkers went into the stairwell to
begin their escape. And then
Melton heard a distinctive sound.
"I heard the click of the stairwell door close and lock," Melton
said.
Of the five who entered the
stairwell - Melton, John Slater,
Sara
Chapman,
Maureen
McDonald and Jill Runk - only
Melton and Runk would survive.
Three other people also died.
"I am so happy to be alive, but I

am also so sad," Melton said.
"Three people I worked with and
loved died in that stairwell, and I
was with them."
The group made its way to the
12th floor, where a firefighter told
them to tum around, Melton said.
However, Fire Commissioner
James Joyce and Cortez Trotter,
executive- tdiPectOtl of rtl1~ ~~l
6ffice
'" 1116¥ i:.'Vl ~rge'rle}t' 1 ~
Management
and
Communications, said Friday that
no firefighters interviewed mentioned seeing anyone in the stairwell.
. And Sunday, fire department
spokeswoman Molly Sullivan said
the department "has not found the
individual that those people say
they encountered in the stairwell."
Melton said on their way up she
and the others were surrounded
by thick, dark smoke.
At first, Melton said she was
sure she was going to die.
"I stopped and fell on my knees
and decided to spend the last couple of moments of my life praying
to God," she said. "I begged. I
swore. And Maureen and I tried to
suck the air out of the crack in a
locked door."
Melton remembered saying the
l.Drd's Prayer and holding hands
with McDonald while she said the
Hail Mary.

BY WILEY MILLER
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BY AARON MCGRUDER
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MVC opponents continue to own Eastern
•Eastern eliminated
from postseasan
cantention with losses
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER

Eastern's chances to make the
Missouri Valley Conference tournament are now eliminated after
the Panthers dropped two games
over the weekend.
The Panthers (5-10-2, 0-7-1) had
to win at least one of the games
this weekend for the team to stay
mathematically in the race for the
last spot in the conference tournament.
Eastern continued to struggle
against MVC opponents and lost
both games to two of the top teams

SEMO:

Liesen scores three
goals on weekend
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

In the second half, the Panthers
didn't let off the pressure, outshooting the Otahkians 8-3 and
gaining an insurance goal from
Liesen
with
less than 10
m i n u t e s
remaining in
the game.
The Eastern
defense held
SEMO to six
shots on goal
with Tiffany
Groene making Beth Uesen
all six saves.
"They W~tl ''"'""-'.:1..nMI 1 ~.ll!""
on the 'p(>l;"'Ballara -~'d: wnen
you can hold a team between six
and 10 shots on goal, that's pretty
good."
After the uplifting win, Eastern
traveled to DePaul Sunday for a
non-conference matchup. Both

goals scored versus goals against
all year against MVC teams after
having a successful start against
non-conference competition.
In the nine games Eastern
played against non-conference
teams, it scored 17 goals to the
opponents' 15. In the eight games
Eastern played within the Missouri
Valley, the Panthers only managed
2 goals to the competition 23.
"I was disappointed with our
production offensively against the
MVC," Howarth said. "But that
also shows that the conferences is
extremely strong."
Eastern lost against Drake in a
different fashion than it did to
Creighton. Against Drake, the
scoring mounted for the Bulldogs
quickly in the first half while
Creighton scored all of its goals in

in the conference.in Drake (9-3-3, into a goal.
3-1-2) and Creighton (9-3-3, 6-0-1).
But the Panthers could not con"We addressed the situation tinue their solid play in the second
within the conference before the half, as the Bluejays scored all
weekend started," Eastern head four of their goals in the final 45
coach Adam Howarth. ''We just minutes of the game. In a flurry of
didn't get it taken care in these two goals, Creighton put all the space
games; we just fell a little short."
it needed between itself and
Eastern's second game of the Eastern.
weekend resulted in a loss on
''We should have had a few goals
Sunday
to
Creighton
4-0. in the first half because we had
Creighton entered the game tied some opportunities," Howarth
for first in the MVC, and proved said. "In the second half, we didn't
mark the people we had to and they
how good of a team they were.
For most of the first half, . took advantage of our mistakes."
Eastern played evenly with
On Friday Eastern also lost, this
Creighton and the Panthers had time to Drake by a score of 4-1. The
opportunities to score goals but lone goal Eastern scored against
just could not take advantage.
Drake was the second the Panthers
Eastern led the Bluejays in shots had scored all year against MVC
~ after the first half, but was
competition.
unable to turn one of those shots
The Panthers were dominated in
teams had equal opportunities, but
the Blue Demons came out on top
in overtime 2-1.
Eastern held a 1-0 lead through
the first half off Llesen's 18th goal
of the season on a pass from Teri
LaRoche.
DePaul tied the game in the 70th
minute on a goal from Kelly
DeBaene, forcing an overtime as
regulation ended with a 1-1 tie.
Bren Sugarman notched the win
for the Blue Demons on a rebound
shot in the first overtime for her
first goal of the season. The loss
was Eastern's first since Groene
took over the starting goalkeeper
role eight games ago.
Eastern currently sits one point
behind Samford in the Ohio Valley
Conference with one game
remaining in the conference
schedule.
An Eastern win would clinch at
least the second seed in confer"''~nee tournament. A Samford loss
···or ·tie and an Eastern win would
give the Panthers home field
advantage.
Eastern plays Austin Peay
Friday at Lakeside Field while
Samford hosts Jacksonville
State.

the second half.
Whether Eastern allows the goal
early in the game or later, one consistency is the Panthers allow q
a few goals in short periods
time.
"Because of our youth, we let a
goal in and things start to snowbal
a little," Howarth said. "Mort
goals come quickly because we
don't reach the level of intensify of
our opponents this year."
Now that the Panthers have beea
eliminated from the confere114111
tournament, the coaching staff Jun
started to look for positive s~
from this team for the future.
''We got some players with the
ability to make an impact for this
team," Howarth said. "They just
need a little time to improve, but
we're not that far away."

Track:

"We gave 110 percent effort and
there was no way we were going to
lose after that.

Eastern splits weekend matches·
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

''We have a little rivalry with them, and we expected that they would come out hungry and aggressive"
she said.
Kennedy started the game for the Panthers with
two early scores. After the early scoring, the game
became a see-saw battle with each team exchanging
points. With the score tied 15-15, the Panthers began
to take over the game with a 5-1 run the put the themselves up 20-16.
The Skyhawks were unable to overcome this deficit
and the Panthers went on to win 30-22, to even up the
match. In the eyes of freshman outside hitter Mary
Welch and senior outside hitter Chandra Hensley the
second game was the turning point of the match.
·
''We gave 110 percent effort and there was no way
we were going to lose after that'' Welch said.
"After that, we could not die down because we
worked to hard to get to that point'' Hensley added.
The third game saw the Panthers get off to a good
start by making defensive and offensive adjustments, Wmkeler said. They used a 7-2 to pull away
from the Skyhawks. The Panthers had a couple of big
leads in the game including a 25-17 lead, the team's
largest of the match. Despite this, the Skyhawks came
back to make it a 21-26 game, this forced the Panthers
to take a time-out.
''What made it difficult to close out the game was
that we got a little tense and lost ball control,"

-Mary Welch

Wmkeler said.
The Panthers closed out the game 30-26 and took a
2-1 lead in the match.
In the fourth game, the Panthers came out with the
same poise as the third game. This enabled Eastern to
get out to an early lead. The Skyhawks, howeveci
came back to take the lead through a series of PantheC
mistakes. They would lead by as many as five in the
game. After a service ace by Welsh, her second of the
match, the Panthers started to fight their way back.
Eastern tied it 20-20 with an 84 run.
"After getting up 22-20, and with Nikki's servi.nl
and Ericka's timely hitting, I knew we had the gmne'
Wmkeler said.
Hensley and Welsh believe the team's desire to win
the fourth game was what turned them around. The
Panthers won the game 30-22 and the match 3-1.
With the win, the Panthers finished the weekend
with a 1-1 record. On Friday, they lost in three g~
to Murray State.
Hensley believes that the biggest improvemelll
that the team made from last weekend was thd'
start.
''We came out more aggressive and did what was
needed to be done."
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ames too hot to handle for Eastern swimmers
• Both men and wamen lose in first

meet at Lantz Natatarium
SPORTS REPORTER

Swimming in front of their borne crowd for
the first time this season, the Eastern swim
teams were looking to set the Lantz Natatorium
lblaze. However, the Illinois-Chicago Flames
bad other ideas spoiling the Panthers homecoming on Oct. 24.
Behind the impressive swimming of sophomore Ari Bernstein, the UIC men made short
work of the Papthers in a 143-100 victory.
Bernstein had three first-place victori~
llicluding a time of 51.70 in the 100-yard butterfty. The River Forest native earned two of his
three wins in the relay competition, leading the
~ge in 200-yard medley and the 200-yard
leestyle.
As a team, the Flames won nine events,
lrompting Panthers head coach Ray Padovan to
ionsider UIC the best school Eastern has faced
this season. The Panthers have had dual meets
with Louisville and Xavier this year.
"Yeah, they (UIC) probably were the best,"
l>adovan said. "We were in control early, but
lfter the diving events they out swam us. They
beat us in events we're usually pretty. strong in
and things didn't go our way."
Despite the loss, the Panthers received a solid
• g from senior Rich Wahlgren and junior
Thm Watson. Wahlgren, a graduate of Amos A.
took home the top spot in the 200-yard
tyle, while Watson provided wins for
rn in both the 500-yard and 1,000-yard
style.
Bill Senese, a freshman from Hickory Hills,
iontinued the hot start to his collegiate career
with a win in the SO-yard freestyle. Last weekend, Senese won the same event against
lruisville and followed the win up with a firstplace finish in the 100-yard backstroke in the
dual meet with Xavier on Oct. 18., earning the
praise of Padovan.
"It's still early, but Bill started the season
llrimming well and now he is doing a phenome· 111 job," Padovan said. "Some of the events he is
Swimming for us are not swam in high school."
The Panther women didn't have any more
luck than the men, ·dropping the rrieeHo Ult by
150-95 margin.
The Flames had eight freshmen making their
debut in the meet, but that didn't prevent UIC
from breaking out to an early lead and coasting
to the victory. Of those eight freshmen, diver
Sarah Economides and freestylers Jenny
Gessford and Emily Biancalana had the most
success for the Flames. Economides won her
fll'St event taking the one-meter board, while
Gessford and Biancalana followed suit by finishing one-two in the 100-yard freestyle.
All told, the Flames won 10 events against the
Panthers.
"The UIC women were a little better than we
expected," Padovan said. "We really weren't in
the meet, but I'm seeing some progress in the
girls."
In defeat, Jordan Sherbrooke still had a solid
meet. The senior from Avon, Ind., won the 200yard and 500-yard freestyle events. The wins
were the fifth and sixth for Sherbrooke in just
three meets this year.
"Jordan really swam great for us in both the
200 and 500-yardfreestyle events," Padovan
said.
.
.
The men (1-2) and the women (0-3) will be
back in action this weekend as Eastern hosts the
Panther Invitational on next Friday and
Saturday at the Lantz Natatorium.

'
E
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Junior Tom Watson swims in the men's 1000 yard freestyle event Friday afternoon in Lantz Natatorium against University of HlinoisChicago.

Webb:

Wm improves Eastern to
.500 in OVC play
CONTINUED FROM
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Eastern found itself in Skyhawk territory and Andrew Harris ran an option
play to the right side of the field. The
sophomore junior college transfer
broke a pair of tackles before he walked
into the end zone but a blocked extra
point made it a 13-point half time deficit
for the Skyhawks.
"The offensive line blocked well for
us today, but most of it is me being an
athletic quarterback from Florida,"
Harris said. "I've seen tape on Randall
Cunnigham played early on in his career
and try to do what he does."
On the first down of the second possession, Eastern used the play to run a
screen pass to perfection. Webb took the
reception and ran through 67 yards of
daylight to score and make a Skyhawk
comeback look unlikely.
"That play was all about perfect
blocking because all I had to do is make
one cut and I was gone," Webb said.
''That's just the offensive line doing its
job."
UTM used the arm of sophomore
quarterback Brady Wahlberg to a
seven-play, 74 yard-drive that ended

"The offensive line blocked
well for us today, but most
of
it is me being
an athletic
- .
., .,. •
•HT
quarterback from Florida."
-Andrew Harris

with Wahlberg finding Cole Duncan
from 19 yards away and being part of
the freshman tight end's first career
career touchdown.
"Brady was out there making plays,
but that's just him being a competitor,"
Griffin said. "When our back was
against the wall, we fought but when
everything was even Steven, we got outplayed."
The Skyhawks long snapper zac Scott
got off a low snap and holder Orentheus
Taylor's pass was intercepted by outside
linebacker Jake Maurer. Maurer led the
Panthers in tackles and was the player
told before the game by defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni that he would get
a pick.
"Coach Roe has been a prophet this
season," Maurer said. "As a player, I just
can't understand it."
Tunnesse-Martin ·used a 10-play, 69yard drive to set up a 38-yard field goal
for Baston with the wind to his back that

split the uprights.
Suddenly, the Skyhakws were down
11 points with 14 minutes in the game
making this contest eerily similar to
UTM's first OVC win in 44 games ~

~~on a;gaiwlto1~Q1W~llf .'J'e¢~." '<~n
''We sunply weren't as focused ar~go
needed to be," Spoo said.
Eastern tried to ice the game in the
middle of final quarter but Kuehn
hooked a 25-yard field goal wide right
and Panthers ate over six minutes off
the clock and had no points to show for
it.
''We had so many special teams errors
either with blocked kicks, muffed holds,
missed attempts and kickoff coverage,"
Spoo said. "It just makes you sick."
Early in the fourth quarter, Webb suffered an ankle injury and was helped off
the field. The St. Louis native making
his first career start got a quick tape job
from the training staff and returned for
the final Eastern drive.
"It was sore, but we needed a guy in
there that could deliver points," Webb
said. "It shouldn't be something that
keeps me out of next week's game."
Eastern finally put the game away
with a one-yard touchdown run by Webb
which turned out to be the final score of
the game.
"This game today proved how much
of class guy coach Spoo really is,"
Griffin said. "Everything basic they do
well comes from their head guy."
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Men's soccer just couldn't
finish

EASTERN

29

TENNESSEE · MARTIN

12

'Hawks get caught 1n Web
• Vincent Webb rushes far
206 yards and scares two

tauehdowns in win
By Matlhew Stellens
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

I'm disappointed and I'm
guessing a whole group of players and coaches .are as well.
With this weekend meaning
so much to its chances of making the Missouri Valley
Conference soccer tourna.:
ment, Eastern just couldn't get
it done.
The Panthers were· mathematically eliminated from postseason play with two MVC losses over the weekend and have
only one remaining on its
schedule. After this coming
weekend, Eastern will not play
again until Spring exhibition
games.
This team made me a believer early on and then brought
me back to my preseason prediction with a 7-0 loss to Tulsa
in the third conference game.
I knew the MVC was going to
be a very competitive league
for yet another season, but not
for one second did I think
Eastern was going to be limited
to just two goals in eight conference games.
The Panther offense came
down with a severe case of No
Goalitis after having a very
sU£ceseful
non-conference
sch~.

Shots were just not going in
for them as they were
outscored 23-2, earning an 0-7-1
record, which is good enough
for last place.
All of of this came after the
Panthers were 5-3-1 in non-conference games, which they
held the goal advantage 17-15.
And may I add, they had a better record than the women's
soccer team at the time.
I can only hope I didn't jinx
them as I spoke outwardly
about how well I thought they
were going to be when the conference season did start.
Inconsistency was the story
f the season. In Sunday's 4-0
oss to Creighton, Eastern outt the Bluejays 8-6 going into
alftime tied at zero. The rest
f the game came with four
reighton goals on 11 shots.
If it wasn't being two comletely different teams in
arne, it was losing in overtime,
ut-shooting a team and losing
r playing well one game and
etting blown out the next.
Now Eastern is one of the
o teams that will be ending
ts season early when MVC
lay comes to an end next
eekend after such a good
tart.
The positive to all this is the
ownside ends right along side
"th the season. Things can
nly get better with this young
as it will only graduate
ee seniors and bring back a
ented group.
The Panthers will return
ir leading scorer in Jimmy
tter, well, as long as he
oesn't try to join Major
e Soccer in the offsean.
This team is not as bad as its
tistics and overall record
so they need to get.over
·s season as quick as it
med to end.
Added experience will be on·
eir side next year and deterination to not finish at the tail
d of the MVC year after year
ay have have them back to
e conference tournament.

Eastern increased its wmrung
streak over Tunnessee-Martin to
nine games with a 29-12 victory at
O'Brien Stadium Saturday afternoon.
The Panthers rode the back of
red-shirt
freshman
tailback
Vincent Webb for 206 yards on 30
carries and a touchdown.
"He did a hell of a job today and
I've always liked his running
style," Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo said. "He's making the most
of the opportunity."
Eastern won its fourth straight
Homecoming game in the 87th contest since 1915, increasing the
record to 42-37-8.
However, Spoo felt his squad
sleepwalked through the contest
with an effortless performance.
"We didn't have the emotion
whatsoever and the fire was apparently left at home today," Spoo said
"In terms of Homecoming, I don't
know if Homecoming created too
many distractions or what."
The Skyhawks got on the score. board first after a reverse on the
opening kickoff return by junior
Trent Sanders went to the Eastern
45-yard line.
. fift~ plays li!ter, junior kicker
J.f. Batson spilt the uprights on a
19-yard field goal to give UTM a
three-point lead.
Eastern used its physical size difference on the Skyhawks and broke
for a 52-yard run by Webb that set

PHOTO CAPTIONOAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN H

Sophomore quarterback Andrew Hanis looks for an open receiver during SaUday's Homecoming game
Temessee-Martin In O'Brien Stadium. Hanis threw 9-19 for 173 yards passing and also ran nine times for 88
yards to ~p eastern win 29-12.

up a 19-yard field goal by sophomore Steve Kuehn to tie the score.
''We had so many opportunities
inside the red zone that we
should've converted today but didn't make a play," Spoo said.

In the beginning of the second
quarter, Eastern went on a nineplay, 75-yard drive ending with
Guillermo Davis' first carry finding the end zone to put the Panthers
up 10-3.

SEE WEBB
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No drama
•
•
m wm over

SEMO
By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR
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Sophomore Ibero Heather Redenbo wald1es the ball Saturday night duing a match against
Te11nassee Martin in Lantz Arena.

Getting back on track
• Eastern snaps seven-match
losing streak against UTM
By Andrew 5arwak
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday night, the Panthers took on
the Skyhawks of Tunnesee-Martin. An enthusiastic crowd saw the Panthers defeat the
Skyhawks in a four game match. After losing the first game 24-30, the Panthers won
the next three 30-22, 30-26 and 30-22. With
the win, the Panthers' record moved to 7-18
overall and 4-6 in the OVC.
The Skybawks started the first game by
scorin8 the first three points. The ~thers

got on the board when junior middle hitter
Megan Kennedy scored on a kill. After
another Panther score, the Skyhawks
regained control and grabbed an 11-3 lead.
After a timeout, the regrouped Panthers
went on 9-3 run to close the gap to 12-14.
''Early in the game, we got beat a lot by
tips, but after the time-out, we started to pick
up the tips" Eastern coach Brenda Wmkeler
said.
This was the closest the Panthers got in
the first game. After that, the Skyhawks put
the game out of reach. The fast start of the
Skyhawks did not suprise Wmkeler.
SEE TRACK
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This time there would be no dramatic flDi6
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Eastern quickly got
scoreboard with a goal from senior Beth
and never let up, ~~g Southeast Mill"ad~
Friday.
t({ a&
The Panthers had p~ one-goal gSmes in
past four matchups ww• t"e Otabkians, but
to make sure they got
good start and keep.
going.
1 .l\
"They came out hard the first five to 10
utes," Eastern coach Stei:.e Ballard said.
Liesen...gave the Pant:hOh the lead in the
minute on a shot from about nine yards out
beat SEMO gOalkeeper Amanda Wroz. S01•1111
Morgan Frericks got the assist on the play.
"Getting Beth Liesen that first goal was
Ballard said.
The next crucial part was to not let SEMO
quick retaliation score and let them bact fO
game.
Junior Audra Frericks goal in the
did just that. Frericks got up high to
Rachel Dorfman pass for her fifth goal

son.
Ballard said bis team's ability to keep
pressure was something that had been
some previous games this season.
"That's one of those things we have
with," Ballard said. "We did not give
breathing room. We got on top of our game
on them from start to finish."
Despite dominating the scoreboard in \9
half, F.astem trailed in shots 8-7 after the
minutes of play.
SH SEMO •
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